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Three main targets for the conservation of bats exist: roosts, foraging areas and
commuting corridors. Roosts can be relatively well targeted at least in house-dwelling
bats, and foraging areas often profit from other habitat conservation measures. But
commuting corridors are difficult to protect due to limited knowledge about their
location and importance. We aimed at finding models for predicting the commuting
activity of bats in agricultural landscapes, focussing on two bat species with different
navigational adaptations: Rhinolophus hipposideros, known to depend strongly on
vertical structures, and Myotis myotis, less reliant on such features. We recorded
acoustic activity at 30 sites around six roosts per species, twice before and after the
juveniles were flying, at vertically structured and more open recording sites. Speciesspecific passes during peak activity of dawn emergence and dusk return were
considered as commuting. In a first analytical step, we modelled the relation
between the commuting activity and 170 environmental predictors per recording site.
The most relevant predictors were identified with automatic Least Absolute Shrinkage
and Selection Operator (LASSO) model selection, cross-validated using training and
testing sets to evaluate the predictive model performance. Activity of both species
was mainly related to three-dimensional arrangement of landscape features, terrain
ruggedness, open spaces, and distance to structures, highlighting the importance of
fine-scaled spatial parameters. Using the inverse of these habitat selection
predictions as cost matrix, we modelled Least-Cost Distance corridors and critical
features therein (pinch-points in current flow). The resulting corridor models allow
the visualizing and targeting of important commuting corridors for landscape
planning and conservation. In a final step, model calculations will be compared with
expert's nomination of corridors, to assess necessary effort and yield in corridor
identification.
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